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MERIDIANO
Gabriele e Oscar Buratti, 2020
The «shape of light» is the central theme of this project by Gabriele
and Oscar Buratti, which began with the Equatore family of lamps,
presented in 2017 and now expanded to include other finishes,
and continues  with  the new Tropico and Meridiano.  The latest
family now featuring the new floor-standing version. Forms of glass
and metal that collect, contain and diffuse light in space. Passing
between opaline, coloured and transparent layers, emphasised by
the refined curves and the magic of blown glass, the light is free to
create surprising and fascinating effects, patterns and moods.

Dimmable diffused-light floor lamp. Nickel-plated metal base and stem. External diffuser in blown glass.
Internal diffuser in internally painted Pyrex glass. Black power cable, dimmer and plug.
Power supply with interchangeable plugs (uk - usa - europe - australia). Integrated LED.

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION
glass, galvanized metal

COLOR DESCRIPTION SKU
black, transparent

GROUP TENSION
Integrated Led

ENERGY CLASS
F

LIGHT SOURCE
LED 25W (2700K, CRI>90, 2900Lm)

SKU
F441725550NTWL

MADE IN
IT

ALIMENTATION CABLE
black

DIMMER
Dimmable

CERTIFICATIONS
  

COLOR

  

SPEC SHEET
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MERIDIANO
Gabriele e Oscar Buratti, 2020
The «shape of light» is the central theme of this project by Gabriele
and Oscar Buratti, which began with the Equatore family of lamps,
presented in 2017 and now expanded to include other finishes,
and continues  with  the new Tropico and Meridiano.  The latest
family now featuring the new floor-standing version. Forms of glass
and metal that collect, contain and diffuse light in space. Passing
between opaline, coloured and transparent layers, emphasised by
the refined curves and the magic of blown glass, the light is free to
create surprising and fascinating effects, patterns and moods.

Dimmable diffused-light floor lamp. Nickel-plated metal base and stem. External diffuser in blown glass.
Internal diffuser in internally painted Pyrex glass. Black power cable, dimmer and plug.
Power supply with interchangeable plugs (uk - usa - europe - australia). Integrated LED.

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION
glass, galvanized metal

COLOR DESCRIPTION SKU
black, pink

GROUP TENSION
Integrated Led

ENERGY CLASS
F

LIGHT SOURCE
LED  25W  (2700K,  CRI>90,  2900Lm)+8W
(2700K, 1180Lm)

SKU
F441725550NRWL

MADE IN
IT

ALIMENTATION CABLE
black

DIMMER
Dimmable

CERTIFICATIONS
  

Additional Information

Suggested
Price €1,650.00

COLOR

  

SPEC SHEET
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MERIDIANO
Gabriele e Oscar Buratti, 2020
The «shape of light» is the central theme of this project by Gabriele
and Oscar Buratti, which began with the Equatore family of lamps,
presented in 2017 and now expanded to include other finishes,
and continues  with  the new Tropico and Meridiano.  The latest
family now featuring the new floor-standing version. Forms of glass
and metal that collect, contain and diffuse light in space. Passing
between opaline, coloured and transparent layers, emphasised by
the refined curves and the magic of blown glass, the light is free to
create surprising and fascinating effects, patterns and moods.

Dimmable diffused-light floor lamp. Nickel-plated metal base and stem. External diffuser in blown glass.
Internal diffuser in internally painted Pyrex glass. Black power cable, dimmer and plug.
Power supply with interchangeable plugs (uk - usa - europe - australia). Integrated LED.

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION
glass, galvanic metal

COLOR DESCRIPTION SKU
black, grey fumè

GROUP TENSION
Integrated Led

ENERGY CLASS
F

LIGHT SOURCE
LED 25W (2700K, CRI>90, 2900Lm)

SKU
F441725550NFWL

MADE IN
IT

ALIMENTATION CABLE
black

DIMMER
Dimmable

CERTIFICATIONS
  

COLOR

  

SPEC SHEET
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